Replying to RVMlist messages
When you reply to a message you receive from RVMlist email group, you have two
options. You can direct your reply to the person who sent the original message. Or
you can direct it to all the RVMlist subscribers (currently about 675 people). This is an
important decision.
Often you will want to say something to the original sender. This can tell him or her
that you agree, or disagree, with what they said, thank them for sharing what they
sent, oﬀer congratulations or sympathy, etc. For these sorts of messages, a reply to
the original sender can be appropriate.
Sometimes you will want to tell the entire RVMlist group something related to the
original message. Usually this will include new information that you feel everyone
would want to read. In these cases, you will want to reply to the entire RVMlist group.
Yahoo’s mail group software, which is used for RVMlist, allows both options: Reply to
sender, or Reply to group. We have configured RVMlist so that the default option is to
Reply to sender. Choosing to Reply to group is also simple.
As a subscriber, you should feel free to select either option. To help you understand
how to do so, the attached tutorial lays out the way. Although there are several pages,
it is actually quite simple. Hopefully, it will help you use RVMlist the way you want to.
Probably the simplest method is the first shown — use your mail program’s REPLY
function to create the reply. This will nominally direct the reply to the original sender.
To include the entire RVMlist subscriber group, change the addressee to
RVMlist@yahoogroups.com
In summary:

•
•
•
•

Use your mail program’s REPLY function
To Reply to sender, use the default “TO” address
To Reply to group, change “TO” address to RVMlist@yahoogroups.com
Choose the mail program option to Include the original message

Original RVMlist Message

This is a typical RVMlist message, created for illustrative purposes.
These pages are from an Apple Mac computer. Other computers should be similar.

Subject of original message

Default REPLY will go to original sender
Content of the original message

Original sender

Other reply options

Computer’s REPLY function
Reply produced by using the computer’s REPLY function
Reply nominally goes to the original sender. You could change the recipient to RVMlist to Reply to group.

Subject of the original message is repeated

Content from the original message is included in the reply.

NOTE: this is optional in mail programs. CHOOSE TO INCLUDE.

Reply to sender
Reply generated by the RVMlist “Reply to sender” link

Message is addressed to original sender

Subject from original message is copied

No information about the original sender or content
from the original message is copied into the reply.
This is confusing for readers of this reply message.

Reply to group
Reply generated by the RVMlist “Reply to group” link

Reply is addressed to entire RVMlist group — over 600 recipients

Subject from original message is copied

No information about the original sender or content
from the original message is copied into the reply.
This is confusing for readers of this reply message.

